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Divinity: Original Sin 2 > General Discussions > Topic Details Witch's potion recipe Got the witch's grimoire but accidentally dropped it before I had the chance to read it with my scholar/mystic character. I've looked everywhere for it for about 2 hours but can't find it. What's the recipe? I know that you need the witch's eye for it but not sure about
the other ingredients. Oh and I'm not talking about the one potion on the shelf. For those of you who're not aware, you can actually make an another one yourself if you read the witch's grimoire with a character who has the scholar and mystic backgrounds and thus save both of the cows. Note: This is ONLY to be used to report spam, advertising, and
problematic (harassment, fighting, or rude) posts. manicpixelboy · 6 months ago Photo Valadrian Rafferty Harlequin Grimauldi (She/They/It) (A digital drawing of the artist’s original D&D character, Valadrian. Val is a tall nonbinary transfeminine person with pale skin and long dark blonde hair streaked with pinkish-grey. She has violet eyes, a large
aquline nose, freckles and thick dark brows. She has two piercings in her earlobe and a septum piercing. She is smiling softly. Their hair is in a loose ponytail that drapes over their left shoulder. They are wearing a salmon top with a high collar that buttons twice at the neck and has a pale pink lining, as well as a corset of brown leather with gold
symbols etched into it. It is wearing a pale blue sash with a slightly darker blue pattern at the hips. Finally, it is wearing a dark peacock blue coat with puffy sleeves, a gold and blue trim visible on the collar and dark brown fur at the collar.) 73 notes · View notes The Wild Magic Marshes of the Soddenweald From magical amber slimes born from the
wild magic that bubbles through the fen, to ancient hardback turtles causing a surprising amount of mayhem in the marsh, the Soddenweald is teeming with life! Just keep an eye out for the hideous swamp pest, the Gullrat! Back the Soddenweald Kickstarter today! 322 notes · View notes Text Doodle of my tiefling wild magic sorcerer character,
Apollo. He is ready to use his favorite spell… Can you guess what it is? Fireball… of course. instagram - twitter - patreon - more 130 notes · View notes nerdythebard · 8 months ago Text #31: Baba Yaga, Witch of the Woods Well, would you look at that @clantan, it was her time anyway. If you go down to the woods today, you won't be meeting any
bears. Instead, you may find skulls on spikes, glowing with an eerie light, and the walking hut of Baba Yaga, the most famous of Slavic witches. Oh, I could spend an entire post explaining why I love this character, but we wouldn't have time for the build. So, sit back and enjoy, darlings! Next Time: When the crypt doors creak, and the tombstones
quake... a certain gentleman comes to play at your wake! Now, what do we need to make this cauldron bubble: Chaotic Witchcraft: Yaga is an unpredictable force of nature. She might be benevolent one moment and hindering at another. Her magic reflects that. Witch's Brewery: Baba Yaga mixes potions with a variety of effects. Time to play a
brewer. Don't be a Chicken: One of the most recognizable items is Baba Yaga's Dancing Hut. We won't be making the colossal mobile fortress (just like we didn't make the TARDIS), but we will play with the smaller, assistant-like version. --- Before we start, I must inform you that Baba Yaga's Mortar and Pestle were added to D&D in Tasha's Cauldron
of Everything, so if you want to play as the Witch, make sure to get these ASAP. Now, Baba is not a human. In the stories, she's ranging from a goddess to a nature spirit. We have hags in D&D, and the closest playable race to these are Hexblood from Van Richten's Guide to Ravenloft. This changes our creature type to Fey, gives us a +2 and +1 to two
abilities of our choice (Intelligence and Charisma), two skill proficiencies (Arcana and Deception), 60 feet of Darkvision, and the Eerie Token feature, which allows us to remove a lock of our hair, a nail, a tooth, or an eye and imbue it with hag magic. Doing so gives us access to telepathic communication with whoever holds the token, or remote
viewing of the area where the token is placed. We also get Hex Magic, which lets us cast the Disguise Self and Hex spells once per long rest. Living alone in the woods, with nothing but animals and an animated shack, makes Baba Yaga a Hermit. This gives us proficiency in Medicine and Religion skills, proficiency with herbalism kit, and one language
of our choice. The Hermit's feature is called Discovery: you know a powerful secret, something forgotten to time. You need to work with your DM on the exact nature of this secret. Perhaps it's the location of Yaga's Mortar and Pestle, or her Dancing Hut? Or the way to brew a powerful potion, but you need to go adventuring to gather the ingredients?
This is a flexible feature, as it can be easily worked into the campaign. ABILITY SCORES We'll start with Wisdom. We are the mysterious old lady who lives in the woods, our whole shtick is wisdom. Charisma is next, manipulation, persuasion, and trickery require a big dose of that. Intelligence follows, arcane secrets and how to handle dark magic
requires a pretty big brain. Dexterity will be next, followed by Constitution. We are, after all, a frail old lady. Finally, we'll be dumping Strength; why lift anything yourself if you have magic? CLASS Level 1 - Artificer: We start with the class that deals in magic items. Artificers start with a d8 Hit Dice, [8 + Constitution modifier] initial Hit Points,
proficiency with light armour, medium armour, shields, simple weapons (and, optionally, firearms), thieves' tools, tinker's tools, and one type of artisan's tools (how about Brewer's Supplies?). Until we get some better stuff, let's get studded leather armour and some daggers. And maybe a quarterstaff. Our saving throws are Constitution and
Intelligence, and we get to pick two class skills (History and Nature). Thanks to Magical Tinkering, Artificers can infuse minor magical abilities into Tiny objects. As an action, we can give one of the following properties to one object: The object sheds bright light in a 5-foot radius and dim light for another 5 The object can emit a pre-recorded message
that can be heard in a 10-foot radius The object can emit a smell or a non-verbal sound. A visual effect (a colour, a marking, lines of text, etc.) appears on the object's surface Artificers also gain access to Spellcasting. Intelligence is our casting ability and can do cantrips and regular spells. Each day we can prepare [our Intelligence modifier + half of
our Artificer level rounded down] spells. We start with two cantrips: Fire Bolt is one of the strongest damage-dealing cantrips. We hurl a mote of fire at one target within 120 feet. On a successful hit, the target takes 1d10 fire damage (damage increases as we level up). Guidance is something every helpful witch needs. We touch one creature and for 1
minute (concentration), before the spell ends, the target can roll one extra d4 to one ability check of their choice. The spell then ends. We also get two 1st-level spell slots and we know two 1st-level spells: Cure Wounds restores [1d8 + our casting modifier] Hit Points to one creature we touch. It doesn't work on constructs or the undead. Feather Fall
is a reaction spell that lets us slow down the falling of us and up to five creatures. The rate of descent slows to 60 feet per round. If we hit the ground before the spell ends (1 minute), we take no falling damage. Level 2 - Artificer: This time, we get the Artificer's speciality: Infuse Item. With this, we can perform some high-class tinkering and provide
items for our party, like a real trickster witch! We start by selecting two Infusions (and we can have up to 2 Infused Items on ourselves at once): Replicate Magic Item: Bag of Holding is one of the most useful Infusions in the early game. The Bag is a great way to carry loot and items... just be careful of the Bagman... Mind Sharpener is a tool
embedded into a robe or a suit of armour that helps to maintain concentration. With 4 charges (1d4 recharge at dawn), whenever the wearer fails a Constitution saving throw to keep up concentration, they can succeed instead. We also get another 1st-level spell: Faerie Fire marks every object within a 20-foot cube with bright, colourful light of our
choice (creatures must make a Dexterity saving throw to avoid it). For the duration (1 minute), the marked creatures and objects cannot benefit from invisibility, they shed dim light in a 10-foot radius, and attacks made against them are made with an advantage. Level 3 - Artificer: Thanks to Right Tool For The Job, we can now spend 1 hour and create
any sort of artisan's tools available, as long as we have thieves' tools or another set of artisan's tools on us. We also get to pick our subclass, our Artificer Specialization. For brewing potent potions and wicked brews, we have to go with the Alchemist here. To start off, we gain proficiency with alchemist's supplies, and we have a bunch of extra spells
that are always prepared and don't count against the total number of spells we can prepare: Healing Word restores [1d4 + our casting modifier] Hit Points to a creature we can see within 60 feet. It doesn't work on undead and constructs. Ray of Sickness strikes one creature within 60 feet of us, dealing 2d8 poison damage (damage increase by 1d8
per each spell slot above 2nd). The target must also make a Constitution saving throw or be poisoned until the end of our next turn. Finally, Alchemist Artificers get Experimental Elixir; whenever we finish a long rest, we can produce an elixir in an empty flask. We roll a d6 to determine what kind of potion it is (healing, swiftness, flight, etc. For more
chaotic flavour I do recommend rolling for potion type) and it lasts until drunk or until our next long rest. At level 6 we can create two potions (each requiring its own empty flask) and at level 15 - three. Level 4 - Artificer: Time for our first Ability Score Improvement! We're actually going to bump up our Constitution a little bit, to get better Hit Points
in the future. We can also get one more 1st-level spell: Catapult lets us yeet one object that's not carried or worn (weighing up to 5 pounds). The chosen object flies in a straight line up to 90 feet in the direction we decide before falling to the ground. If we're to strike a creature with it, they can make a Dexterity saving throw, or take 3d8 bludgeoning
damage. Level 5 - Sorcerer: You know where we're going with this, don't you? Time for some more magic. Multiclassing into Sorcerer doesn't give us any new proficiencies, but it opens the way to some new spellcasting options. Sorcerers learn a fixed number of spells, so we start off with four cantrips (Friends, Control Flames, Gust, and Message)
and we know two more 1st-level spells: Acid Stream causes a 30 x 5 line of acid to appear. Each creature within the line, must make a Dexterity saving throw or be covered in acid until the spell ends (1 minute, concentration) or they wash it off. Covered creatures take 3d4 acid damage at the start of their turn. Chaos Bolt hurls a mess of chaotic
energy at one target within 120 feet. On a successful hit, the target suffers [2d8 + 1d6] damage, the type of which is determined by a d8 roll. Sorcerers get their subclass, their Sorcerous Origin at level 1. Once again, nobody is surprised we're picking the most chaotic (and fun) type and going with Wild Magic. Starting with Wild Magic Surge, which
happens whenever we cast any Sorcerer spell. Immediately after casting a spell, we roll a d20; if it lands on a 1, we trigger a chaotic magic effect, as described in the Wild Magic chart (feel free to add your own suggestions to balance things out). Thanks to Tides of Chaos, we manipulate the forces of change to gain an advantage on one attack roll,
ability check or saving throw once per long rest. If we choose to do this more than once per long rest, we must roll for Wild Magic Surge. Level 6 - Sorcerer: With Font of Magic, we start accumulating Sorcery Points that are used to fuel some of our abilities. We can also convert Sorcery Points into spell slots and the other way around. We also get
another 1st-level spell: Witch Bolt causes crackling energy to connect us to one target within 30 feet of us. On the initial successful hit, the target suffers 1d12 lightning damage. On subsequent turns, we can use our Action to activate the spell again, making the target take another 1d12 lightning damage. We can do this until the spell ends (1 minute,
concentration). Level 7 - Sorcerer: We unlock Metamagic. We can now spend our Sorcery Points to "edit" our spells in some ways. We start with two Metamagic options: Quickened Spell: Spending 2 Sorcery Points lets us shorten the time of casting from Action to Bonus Action. Twinned Spell: Spending a number of Sorcery Points equal to a spell's
level let us target another creature with the spell (it must be a single spell, though, so no additional target for Magic Missile, but one more target to heal with Cure Wounds). We finally unlock 2nd-level spell! Blindness/Deafness forces one target within 30 feet of us to make a Constitution saving throw. On a failed save, they are either blinded or
deafened for 1 minute. Level 8 - Sorcerer: Finally, another ASI! Let's raise our Wisdom and Charisma by 1. We also get to pick a new cantrip: Frostbite causes a layer of frost to appear on a single target within 60 feet that failed its Constitution saving throw, dealing 1d6 cold damage (damage increases as we level up) and forcing a disadvantage on
their next weapon attack roll. One more 2nd-level spell, too: Mirror Image creates three illusory duplicates surrounding us for 1 minute. They move with us and mimic our actions. While the spell is active, whenever we're attacked, we can roll a d20 to avoid damage (if we have all three duplicates, it's 6 or higher; if we have two, it's 8; if we have only
one, it's 11 or higher). The duplicates' AC is [10 + our Dexterity modifier]. Lever 9 - Sorcerer: We don't get any new features here, but we do unlock 3rd-level spells. Dispel Magic immediately ends one magical effect of level 3 or lower within 120 feet of us. If a spell is considered 4th-level or higher, we must make an ability check using our casting
ability against DC [10 + the spell's level]. If we use a spell slot of level 4 or higher to cast this, we end the spell immediately as long as the spell slot matches the spell level (e.g. cast as 5th level to end a 5th-level spell). Level 10 - Sorcerer: Halfway through the build, and we get another subclass feature. With Bend Luck, we can use our chaos magic to
influence fate. When another creature that we see makes an attack roll, an ability check, or a saving throw, we can spend 2 Sorcery Points to provide a 1d4 benefit or penalty (our choice). We must do this before the result of the roll is announced. We also get another 3rd-level spell: Clairvoyance lets us put an invisible sensor (visual or auditory) at a
location we have seen or been to before. For up to 10 minutes (concentration), we can tap into that sensor to see or hear what's currently happening in that location. Level 11 - Artificer: Coming back to the magic item hoarder, we're getting an Alchemist's feature: Alchemical Savant. Whenever we cast a spell using our alchemist focus, we gain a
bonus to one spell roll. That roll must either restore Hit Points, or deal acid, fire, necrotic, or poison damage. The bonus equals [our Intelligence modifier + 1]. We also get two spells from our subclass: Flaming Sphere creates a large ball of fire that lasts up to 1 minute (concentration). Any creature finding itself within 5 feet of the sphere must make a
Dexterity saving throw or take 2d6 fire damage. As a bonus action, we can move the sphere up to 30 feet in any direction we can see. Melf's Acid Arrow fires a shimmering green projectile at one target within 90 feet of us. On a successful hit, the target takes 4d4 acid damage immediately and 2d4 acid damage at the end of its next turn. On a miss,
the arrow splashes acid at the target for half initial damage and no next-turn damage. Level 12 - Artificer: Thanks to Tool Expertise, our proficiency bonus is doubled for any ability check we make using our tools and supplies. We also learn another 2nd-level spell: Arcane Lock prevents people from helping themselves to our cache of items, by placing
an enchanted lock on one container (or door, window, etc.). We can set a password that suppresses the spell for one minute. Additionally, we can carry one more infused item (for a total of 3) and we learn two more Infusions: Boots of the Winding Path turn an ordinary pair of boots into ones that grant the ability to teleport up to 15 feet into an
unoccupied space as a bonus action. Replicate Magic Item: Pipes of Haunting creates a set of pipes with 3 charges. As an action, we can spend 1 change and play a terrifying tune. Each creature within 30 feet must make a DC 15 Wisdom saving throw or become frightened for 1 minute. We can also choose for any creature that's non-hostile towards
us to automatically succeed on a save. The pipes regain 1d3 charges at dawn. Level 13 - Artificer: We're granted a Flash of Genius, which lets us come up with solutions to problems under pressure. When a creature within 30 feet of us makes an ability check or a saving throw, we can use our reaction to add our Intelligence modifier to their roll (AKA
activate the Backseat Gamer Mode). We can use this feature [our Intelligence modifier] times per long rest. Level 14 - Artificer: It's time for another ASI! We put one point into Intelligence and start to finally get some more durability by putting one point into Constitution. Thanks to our Intelligence boost, we can pick two 2nd-level spells: Magic
Weapon gives one weapon of our choice a +1 bonus to attack and damage rolls for up to 1 hour (concentration). The weapon also counts as magical for the purpose of overcoming resistances and immunities. Enlarge/Reduce does exactly what it says on the packaging. A creature (or an object) within 30 feet of us must make a Constitution saving throw
or become bigger or smaller for up to 1 minute (concentration). It sounds like an odd choice for a spell but don't worry, it'll make sense soon... Level 15 - Artificer: We get another Alchemist feature here. With Restorative Reagents, we can now incorporate healing elements into our stuff. Whenever a creature drinks our Experimental Elixir, they gain
Temporary Hit Points equal to [2d6 + our Intelligence modifier]. We can also cast the Lesser Restoration spell without burning a spell slot, but we have to use alchemist's supplies as a spellcasting focus. We also unlock 3rd-level spells and gain two from our subclass list: Gaseous Form transforms one willing creature we touch (our ourselves) into a
billowing cloud of mist for 1 hour (concentration). The target gains a flying speed of 10 feet but is unable to attack or interact with anything. They can fit through an opening as small as 1 inch in diameter, have resistance to non-magical damage and an advantage on Strength, Dexterity, and Constitution saving throws. Mass Healing Word restores
[1d4 + our casting ability] Hit Points for up to six creatures (besides undead and constructs) within 60 feet of us. Using higher spell slot increases healing by 1d4. Level 16 - Artificer: We expand our magical item crafting capabilities with Magic Item Adept. We can now attune to four magic items at once (instead of usual three), and whenever we craft
a common or uncommon magic item, we do so in a quarter of the usual time and with half of the cost. We get to pick two more Infusions and use one more Infused Item (for the total of four): Replicate Magic Item: Headband of Intellect automatically changes our Intelligence score to 19 as long as we wear it. The score cannot be lower nor higher.
Replicate Magic Item: Ring of Mind Shielding prevents other creatures from reading our thoughts, determining whether or not we're lying, or discovering our alignment and creature type. Telepathy only works on us if we allow it. In terms of spells, we learn one more cantrip: Spare the Dying stabilizes a creature with no Hit Points. They do not have
to roll Death Saving Throws but are still unconscious. We also pick up two 3rd-level spells thanks to our Intelligence now being 19: Revivify consumes 300 gp worth of diamonds to bring a dead creature back to life. It has to be brought back within 1 minute of death, the spell doesn't work if death came from old age, and it does not regenerate body
parts. Fly grants a willing creature we touch (or ourselves) flying speed of 10 feet for up to 10 minutes (concentration). Casting with a spell slot of level 4 or higher lets us affect one additional creature. Level 17 - Artificer: We know learn how to craft a Spell-Storing Item. We can choose a simple or martial weapon (or one item we can use as a casting
focus) and imbue it with one 1st- or 2nd-level artificer spell (we don't need to have it prepared, we can access the entire list) that requires 1 Action to cast. Another creature can then use the spell in the weapon/object a number of times equal to our Intelligence modifier. Level 18 - Artificer: It's the final ASI of the build. We're not doing it very
efficiently but as I said before, we going for representation instead of playability (plus, you can make all the changes you feel are needed). We increase our Constitution to an even number, and let's give that one lonely point to Strength (since we cannot increase Intelligence because of the Headband). It's not gonna change much. For this level's
spell... we're actually not going to learn a new one. We need to save up this spot for the next level. Level 19 - Artificer: We unlock 4th-level spell slots. We can finally, finally get out signature friend. TWith the Summon Construct spell from Tasha's, we can call forth a spirit takes takes a material form of a construct for up to 1 hour (concentration).
Now, it is described as Medium-sized, but that's where the Enlarge/Reduce spell from before comes into play. Increase the hut's size to Large (or work things out with your DM) and you finally have the Dancing Hut at your disposal! This level also gives us two spells from our subclass: Blight drains moisture and vitality from one creature within 30
feet of us that failed a Constitution saving throw. The creature takes 8d8 necrotic damage (half damage on a successful save); undead and constructs are immune. If the target is a magical plant, or a plant creature, it makes the save with a disadvantage and takes the maximum amount of damage on a fail. A non-magical plant fails the save
automatically and withers on the spot. Death Ward grants a creature we touch protection from death for 8 hours. Instead of dropping to 0 Hit Points and losing consciousness, the creature instead recovers 1 Hit Point, and the spell ends. The spell also cancels the instant death effects (such as Power Word: Kill). Level 20 - Artificer: Our capstone is
Artificer 14, and we get quite a few of good features for the endgame confrontation. To start off, we can now use another Infused Item (for the total of five). We can also learn two more Infusions: Replicate Magic Items: Amulet of Health changes our Constitution score to 19 as long as we're wearing it. It cannot be lower or higher. Replicate Magic
Items: Gem of Seeing crafts a jewel with 3 charges. As an action, we can burn 1 charge to gain 120 feet of truesight for 10 minutes. The gem regains 1d3 charges at dawn. We gain another cantrip: Thunderclap causes a burst of thunderous sound that can be heard from 100 feet away. Each creature within 5 feet of us must make a Constitution saving
throw or take 4d6 thunder damage (maximum damage increase, since it's a final level; normally, it would be 1d6 at lv. 1). We also get another 4th-level spell: Mordenkainen's Private Sanctum wards off an area of up to 100 feet square with protection for maximum privacy. No sound can pass through the barrier, the area is protected from divination
and darkvision, and nothing can teleport in or out of it. The spell lasts for 24 hours. Casting it at the same spot for a year makes it permanent. Finally, we gain our final subclass upgrade. Magic Item Savant allows us to attune to five magic items at once, and we ignore any and all class, race, spell, or level requirements for attuning to a magic item. --And that's Baba Yaga, the queen of all witches. Let's see what we cooked up: First of all, we have a large variety of damage options. Not only from chaotic Wild Magic but also from Artificer spells that deal fire, acid, thunder, cold, and psychic damage. We're also a master potion maker and we have magic items for days. We're a great support caster.
(If we decide to hoard all replicated items) Our AC is 13, we've a +1 to our Initiative and the average of 116 Hit Points. Unfortunately, this build is pretty impractical. At level 20, we're barely scratching the 100 Hit Points surface. A lot of our spells require concentration to keep active, we have a lot of resources to manage (Sorcery Points, Infused
Items, and Infusions), and our ability scores are not great unless we decide to keep the two that permanently change them to 19. --- So, here we are. Hopefully you've enjoyed yourself on this wicked ride, and I'll see you in the next one, lovelies! - Nerdy out! 90 notes · View notes Text iizhar tiefling variant & warlock of the Wildmother "please! I am
not done yet!! my body, it's all I have left and should u let me go, it shall belong to you!" he tells The Wildmother, desperate. Her eyes soften. The image of her in his dream touches his face gently, "all bodies return to me in death, child." "No, no. not in death." he counters, offering himself up to his patron, his last shred of hope, "I offer my entire
being to you, as I am. as I live and breathe. Alive." 155 notes · View notes alexandercharactercreation · 11 months ago Text Jericho Monsoon everyone! (art by @jorrated ) My lil RabbitFolk Wild Magic Sorcerer I love him and he can do no wrong. So rabbit folk aren't officially in dnd 5e but we did some homebrewing/looking through the beta playtest
stats and going from there. I added the idea that more magically inclined RabbitFolk grow antlers (strong potential grows little nubs but sorcerers will grow full antlers whether they practice magic or not) anyone can start to grow antlers if they practice magic they start to study in various fields. we've discussed the idea of warlocks getting things that
are more so linked to their patron rather than growing antlers naturally 121 notes · View notes homebrewingverity · a month ago Text Wild Magic Sorcerer Hello everyone! I have quite a few more followers since the release of the Markweaver 2.0 which gathered a good deal of attention! I wanted to thank you all for following me, and I wanted to
extend the invitation for people to send me homebrew requests or ideas that I can turn into full fledged things! I find it far easier to work for other people than myself. All that said - Here is my version of the wild magic sorcerer subclass, changed quite a bit from the base version to make it more risk/reward and hopefully quite a bit more exciting than
the baseline version. 11 notes · View notes Photo Dummkopf kobold wild-magic sorcerer pointy hat connoisseur WILL eat your spell components WILL grovel, cover and beg -2 int and strength chaos incarnate 68 notes · View notes Photo My wild magic Sorcerer in the other campaign im in! Their name is Grey Commission Info 38 notes · View notes
Text Doodles of some of the outfits for Apollo, my tiefling Wild Magic Sorcerer, through the campaign I DM. During a casino night his favorite formal attire got ruined … And also… he is now learning to disguise himself as “Zeus”. Xandrian, another sorcerer from the party, helped him with a disguise kit. instagram - twitter - patreon - ko-fi - more 116
notes · View notes Photo My players have just entered the magical district in an ancient sealed dwarf city, this led to some hilarity as magic is running wild in the district and they all got affected by random magic effect upon entering. As they seem to be planning to explore the district more I thought a full district map was in order. I’m especially
happy with how the vines turned out! And yes that is a giant shambling mound on top of the central tower. 10 notes · View notes Photo made a ref sheet for this angry little rock princess i played in a one shot recently. she’s on a quest to break a curse she’s under and is none-too pleased about it! def worth a zoom in to see the marble details (c)
Meeblott ‘21 61 notes · View notes
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